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ince becoming President of CCNZ (and since the

set. There are no easy answers around sustainability.

easing of pandemic restrictions), it has been

This is a big topic, from waste minimisation and

refreshing to be able to reconnect with businesses of

greenhouse gas reduction to construction that combats

all shapes and sizes, ranging from small owner-operator

the impact of severe weather events or makes a

companies to those on the path to becoming major

difference in an emergency.

corporates.

Change can be overwhelming. It is important we make

My role is to make sure the association is in a position

changes one step at a time, based on good decisions.

to address the issues the industry faces. The CCNZ

We cannot do everything at once. But we can do

Executive Council sets the path for the organisation to

something - and we can do more. Exploring how we can

successfully overcome the challenges we face, and to

best come to terms with change around sustainability,

seize the opportunities that lie ahead of us.

workforce and many other issues as an industry is

I enjoy the role, and the inspiration and insight I

CCNZ’s role. By working together, we can harness our

receive from civil construction companies large and

capability as an industry to lead change rather than

small. It’s a huge privilege to be in a position to listen to

having it imposed on us.

the voice of our industry – and a great responsibility to

So far, the discussion around sustainability and

represent it.

greenhouse gas emissions has been developing.

With the pandemic-impacted year gone by, it has

This topic can be confusing and difficult to establish

been hard to feel like we’re standing on solid ground.

where we can make the most difference. But CCNZ is

Everything is shifting and changing with a multitude

well placed to pool industry knowledge and provide

of distractions and opportunities. Announcements and

information to members to help guide their approach

retractions. New initiatives and competing priorities.

and planning.

These are times of great opportunity as well as

We will have a focus on this over the coming year,

change. We have no shortage of challenges, including

aiming to cut through confusion by providing practical

a few big problems – labour and skill shortages,

knowledge and advice based on industry experience

pandemic impacts, health and safety, economy, climate,

and expertise. As an example, I’d reference the

through to significant maintenance issues at our

CCNZ Environmental Guide, originally composed by

headquarters Margan House. But looking at the year

our Canterbury Westland branch during earthquake

gone by, I feel like the organisation is dealing with

response, revised over the course of a year by top

challenges admirably. We have responded to challenges

environmental managers across the country and now

that can be quickly resolved and have worked patiently

available for all members.

to build solid foundations on issues that take a little

In many ways, we’re at a turning point. The challenges

longer.

we face cannot be resolved by working in isolation. The

I come back to one guiding principle: leave it better

recent pandemic has shown us the value of working

than you found it. And using that principle, I think we

together and the good outcomes this can enable. I’m

can overcome the distractions, find focus and make

proud of the work we do together as an industry, and

the most of change. Everybody wants to make their

look forward to leading CCNZ for another year, at the

mark and leave behind a positive legacy. And I think the

helm of an organisation that is making a real difference.

concept of stewardship and kaitiakitanga is particularly

Tony Pike, CCNZ President

important, especially in an industry that is likely to

the association lies in networking and representation.

construction industry have been many and varied.

Largely the role we play is about the industry taking the

Few times in its 77-year history has CCNZ’s advocacy

lead. Not just responding to issues but saying what we

and a powerful single voice of the civil construction

can get behind and how things should be, whether we’re

industry been more important.

talking contracts, COVID, climate change, technical

A lot of the work we put into reshaping our

specifications or procurement.

organisation through the CCNZ Strategic Plan came to

CCNZ continues to be recognised and respected by

the fore during the pandemic. We were ready for it. It is

Government, the media and other industry organisations

because of this work we have been in a good place to

as a progressive future-focused organisation, and a

deal with major issues such as the pandemic when they

source of reliable information and commentary. We

arise, taking proactive action rather than just reacting.

actively represent contractors on many issues. By

One of our major strategic focus areas centres

connecting with members, we inform and lead change,

on strong advocacy, and another on better member

achieving traction on issues such as retentions and

engagement and communications. Building networks

overuse of special conditions in standard construction

with members and improving communications with

contracts. Our key focus has been advocacy for a

stakeholders using webinars, social media and more

stronger pipeline of work and improved procurement.

enables us first to inform change, then to inform

That supports a healthy industry and enables us to

members with up-to-date information efficiently and

build capability and capacity to meet the nation’s future

effectively.

infrastructure needs.

It has not just been a digital thing. The ability to host

We recognise generating a skilled workforce is one

events once more has been fantastic. Attendance at

of the biggest challenges our industry faces. We are

many of our branch meetings, awards and the excavator

working hard to connect with members and identify

operator competitions has improved post-pandemic,

solutions to the critical workforce shortages that are

signalling enthusiasm for networking amongst

holding the industry back. In addition to promoting the

members. We are also expanding our membership. It’s

amazing opportunities on offer in the industry through

great to see new faces enter the fold, and the more

our EPIC Careers in Infrastructure campaign, we are

involved our members are in our meetings, events and

connecting with members, government agencies and

committees, the more value their businesses will get

supporters to map out how more people can gain the

from their membership.

skills to enter the industry.

Over the past year it has been brilliant to see the

From our annual Construction Industry Survey to

branches step up their local efforts. There’s a lot of

best practice guidance, we gather and represent our

energy and enthusiasm, and more talented people

members’ views. Our team may be small, but it works

stepping up to make a difference. National Office has

hard and achieves good results. I’m proud of the work

operated with a reduced team for the much of the

this great industry does day in, day out, and of the

year, due to the ill-heath of Northern Regional Manager

results we have achieved over the past year.

James Corlett and retirement of Central Regional

Peter Silcock, CCNZ Chief Executive

Manager Ross Leslie in November. We undertook a
review of the role of Regional Managers and made
refinements to the role, creating more focus on
recruitment and retention.

be at the centre of sweeping policy changes around

While it’s true we saved members more than

sustainability and carbon.

triple their annual membership fees through trade

Focus will come to bear on how we are constructing

discounts, the majority of members say the value of

things, as well how the work programme ahead of us is

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

he impacts of a global pandemic on the civil
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stimulus. The association also helped to shape and
share government advice on how lockdowns should be
treated under contracts.
At the same time, increased use of electronic
communications platforms developed since the
employment of dedicated CCNZ communications
resource in 2018 enabled greater connection with
members when time was of the essence. CCNZ surveyed
members to gauge impact and advocate for government
support when it was most needed. Thousands of people
attended the webinars CCNZ presented on pandemic
protocols, contract impacts and other issues, and tens of
thousands engaged with CCNZ online.
To recognise the financial impacts and uncertainty
members were facing, CCNZ also used cash reserves to
offer members and major associates a two-month (16
per cent) membership fee discount for the year.

New initiatives founded in the 2020-2021 year
successfully raised the profile of the industry and
CCNZ, from technical experts, media and policymakers
to the general public. This improved understanding
of the opportunities and challenges civil construction
companies faced amongst stakeholders, supporters,
decision makers and the public so more people could
appreciate the vital role of the industry. This was
particularly important in a year impacted by elections and
a global pandemic.
Civil Contractors New Zealand is the voice of the civil
construction industry and works to ensure contractors’
views are heard, meeting with policymakers in central and
local government, increasing awareness on topics such
as the infrastructure pipeline, road work site safety and
many other issues impacting civil contractors.

COVID-19 response

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2019-2020
Advocacy and representation
• Led COVID-19 response in collaboration with Construction Accord and government

• Representation for civil contractors on more than 40 industry and client groups

• Gave extensive input into pandemic and lockdown impacts on contract conditions

• Strong voice for civil contractors through the Reform of Vocational Education

• Support for Construction Accord and NZ Infrastructure Commission

• Led industry feedback on Construction and Infrastructure Workforce Development

• Representation on technical issues like pavement performance, bitumen,
road work site safety and environmental outcomes

Council
• Access to skilled workers and immigration settings changes

• Advocacy around the need for a strong and consistent pipeline of work

• Procurement improvement, including removing or amending special conditions

• Advocacy around the need for increased maintenance investment in roading

• The need for further changes to the laws around retentions and voidable transactions

and water

• Review of NZS 3910 and establishment of an Engineer to the Contract Panel

Member and stakeholder value and engagement
• Hosted webinars attended by more than 4,000 people

• Provided more than $6 million of discounts to members

• More than doubled the CCNZ mailing list to 3,500 through use of new CRM system

• Developed social media followers to 8,000 across channels

• New CCNZ events portal on website and member discounts promoted through

• Provided information and advice to more than 100 members

CRM system

• Grew contractor membership by 7 per cent

Developing people
• Initiated the Government funded Civil Workforce Forum to map out the entry

• EPIC Careers in Infrastructure career promotion platform

points to industry and understand the best ways to bridge the gap from unskilled

• More than 680 people Civil Trades Certified, nearly 900 enrolled

entrants to skilled workers

• The Roadworks Site Health and Safety Improvement Programme

• Review of the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management (COPTTM)

Other achievements
• Ran technical and other committees and working groups to better engage

• Agreement from clients on need for shift from hot cutback bitumen to emulsion

with members

• Increasing focus on understanding practical sustainability initiatives for the

• Publication of the Civil Contractors Environmental Guide

civil construction industry

• Renewal of Principal Business Partner and Core Associate agreements

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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Input to decision making

CCNZ moved quickly to support members following
COVID-19 lockdown. The association was able to work
with members to establish clear requirements early on,
removing uncertainty around lockdown and alert levels
with well-designed and practical alert level protocols
and identifying projects that would be able to be rapidly
progressed to provide economic stimulus.
Working with Construction Health and Safety New
Zealand, SiteSafe and the Construction Sector Accord
we put a lot of resource into managing the production
and release to members of these protocols for the
construction industry. This was a team effort led to the
production of consistent national guidance for those
working on construction sites so they could return to
work as safely as possible.
Although additional work was required, the CCNZ team
pivoted swiftly to work from home. Communication and
follow-up with members was prioritised over business as
usual to make sure concerns were adequately considered
and addressed, so members could communicate to their
clients how health and safety would be put into action
on work sites. CCNZ also supported and promoted
clients making interim payments to contractors so civil
construction businesses could be maintained during a
time when staff could not work, and plant was on site
but unused.
The association highlighted, promoted and
championed to local and central government the
benefits and opportunities of increased investments in
infrastructure as a key part of the economic recovery
in terms of workforce redeployment and economic

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

CCNZ National Office regularly engages with central
government and other industry associations. We
have made many written and verbal submissions to
organisations ranging from Government and local
authorities to council-controlled organisations on a wide
range of issues, discussion papers, proposals, policies,
regulations and Acts. This included taking a lead around
progressing the review NZS 3901 contracts and a
providing strong feedback on the establishment of the
Construction and Infrastructure Workforce Development
Council
In a year where results have often come from direct
interaction with government ministries, CCNZ has also
made submissions on new procurement rules and the
role of the NZ Infrastructure Commission, continued
work to review the Code of Practice for Temporary
Traffic Management with Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency, and obtained agreement from WorkSafe to
develop a new good practice guide for the safety of
worker and road users around road work sites.
CCNZ has also successfully tackled unfair contract
conditions, achieving results such as government
agreement to changes strengthening legal protection
of retentions and clients making changes to or deleting
unfair special conditions.
Increased collaboration through meetings with local
and central government has been a feature of the year.
CCNZ branches engage actively with local government
around issues such as procurement, the forward work
pipeline and regional capacity and capability.
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Media

and bringing reports on the state of the industry to decision
makers and the public. It provides solid data to make sure
the CCNZ advocacy programme is directly informed by the
opinions of members.

Media coverage was down in the 2020-21 year due to
a focus on member support as opposed to external
promotion. Despite this, CCNZ kept up scheduled media
columns and presence in Contractor and LG Magazines,
and influenced change through media interactions and
proactive media releases on topical issues.
As well as responding to issues including the Three
Waters Reform, New Zealand Upgrade Programme and
other major industry issues in the media, CCNZ also
provided detailed input to a media campaign centred
on improved road maintenance, securing an extra $1.6b
for road maintenance in the National Land Transport
Programme over the coming five years.
CCNZ has featured across media in interviews, radio
interviews, articles and opinion editorials over the past
year, including high-profile mainstream TV and newspaper
coverage. The National Excavator Operator Competition also
featured in news publications across the country.

Road work site safety and
CoPTTM review
CCNZ, Waka Kotahi NZTA, Local Government NZ and
WorkSafe have put significant effort into an ongoing effort
to improve road worker safety, through the development of
a Road Work Site Safety Strategy. This has resulted directly
in a review of the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic
Management and new WorkSafe guidance for safer road
work sites.
CCNZ has provided extensive feedback to Waka Kotahi
NZ Transport Agency on road work site health and safety
improvements, and connected members in to provide
feedback on the review of the Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM).
Information on the progress of the review was shared
through two webinars hosted by CCNZ, which featured
Waka Kotahi NZTA presentations on the coming changes
and information on how members could be involved. These
webinars were attended by more than 1,200 people and
resulted in more than 700 submissions to the review.

Procurement

CCNZ’s Healthy Industry Statement remains the
cornerstone of our advocacy work in this area. With
the recent move towards more panels and longerterm contracts we have focused on the need to create
opportunities for large, medium and small contractors.
CCNZ's involvement and views are sought regularly
to inform procurement policy, such as the Government
Procurement Rules 4th Edition. CCNZ inputs have resulted
in changes to the rules of procurement, development of the
Construction Accord and more clients engaging with us about
how they can become a client of choice.
Social procurement is also emerging "as a major initiative"
and CCNZ is working hard to promote a standardised
approach across the industry and to improve client and
contractor understanding that social procurement costs must
be recognised in the contract price.

Networks and industry representation
CCNZ is represented on more than 40 industry
associations, working parties, committees, advisory and
consultative groups at both national and regional levels.
Our key objective is to drive and influence change by being
involved in the relevant considerations, discussions and
debates as these develop.
These bodies and our extensive network of industry,
government and official contacts are vital as they provide
us with early warning about issues which could impact on
contractors, as well as giving valuable avenues to advocate
for and represent the views of contractors.

CCNZ Teletrac Navman Construction
Industry Survey

Construction Sector Accord

The fourth annual Construction Industry Survey was conducted
in partnership with Teletrac Navman continued to provide
excellent value. A report was produced from the findings and
distributed to media and government decision makers.
As this year’s survey could not be distributed to members
at CCNZ National Conference, it was sent out to members
in a print report and discussed in a high-profile webinar
featuring civil construction industry leaders and facilitated
by renowned journalist Bernard Hickey, and attended by
more than 500 people.
This survey enables CCNZ to gauge the state of the
industry by carrying out detailed analysis on the big issues

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

Civil Contractors New Zealand has been able to provide
extensive input to the Construction Sector Accord, which is
a high-level partnership agreement between government and
the wider construction industry. This has led to:
• Fairer allocation of risk in Government contracts
• A clearer and more consistent Government approach to
COVID lockdown and claims
• Better understanding between clients, designers,
engineers and contractors
• A forum to deal industry-wide issues
• R egulatory changes to support industry health and
productivity.
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They value having an organisation run by and working for
contractors – and opportunities to save money through
the shared buying power an association can offer.

Members join CCNZ because they want to be part of a
proactive network of professional contractors and ensure
that we have a safe, viable and progressive industry.

CCNZ member spend and savings through n3 trade discounts

Providing discounts and opportunities
for members

• Surfacings Committee
• Asphalt Committee
• Network Outcomes Contract (NOC) Committee
• National Excavator Operator Competition (NEOC)
Committee
• Environment Committee
• Large Contractor CEO Forum
• Civil Trades Board.
We intend to establish a Civil Workforce Forum in
partnership with the Ministry of Social Development,
Construction Accord and Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment in the coming year to give broad
membership more connection on how civil construction
onboards people.

Members saved more than $5.5m in the past year with
CCNZ’s trade discount partner, n3. Each CCNZ member
actively using n3 saved $15,539 on average, and
members saved $1,562,458 at Mico and $803,691 at NZ
Safety Blackwoods.
Adding to the value of Z fuel discounts, free legal
advice from Dentons Kensington Swan, group health
insurance with nib and Advice Financial and other
discounts, CCNZ members have saved more than six
million dollars through membership in the past year
alone. This amount is nearly quadruple our annual
membership subscription fees collected.

Communications channels

During the year, CCNZ continued to expand
communications channels, increasing awareness
amongst members of the benefits of membership and
opportunities to have input and gain value from the
association. New communications channels have been
explored regularly, as described in the operations section
of the report below.

Subcommittees

During the year we have operated several CCNZ
subcommittees to better engage with members. These
committees also give us vital input to update industry
codes of practice.
• Traffic Committee
• Pavements Committee

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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Photos from the EPIC Photo Competition in 2021.

The 2021 National Excavator Operator Competition was won by 2018 champion Troy Calteaux of Andrew Haulage 2011, Balclutha.

DEVELOPING PEOPLE
CCNZ continues to take a leadership role in championing
skills development in the civil construction workforce,
working with members, branches and partners to develop
industry qualifications. The association runs the Civil
Trades Scheme and promote careers through the EPIC
Careers in Infrastructure campaign, and is working to
address the workforce needs of the industry.

and CCNZ is in the process of creating a Civil Workforce
Forum as an industry sub-group that can share learnings
as the work continues.

Civil Trades

Civil Trades is an industry driven initiative which
recognises the expertise and knowledge of people working
on civil construction sites and creates a clear career
pathway for those entering the industry. To become Civil
Trades certified, people must hold an appropriate Level 4
Qualification, have done 8,000 hours work in the industry
and have demonstrated their knowledge and expertise
through a professional discussion.
We now have more than 680 qualified Civil Trades
people, and more than 900 people enrolled in either NZ
Civil Infrastructure apprenticeships or in active training,
going through to obtain the required Level 4 Qualification.
Civil Trades operations transferred from Connexis to CCNZ
in March 2021, and a new online system has been built to

Education and Training

CCNZ has ramped up its efforts in the education and
training space since the announcement of the Reform
of Vocational Education, looking to resolve longstanding
barriers to career development and streamline pathways
for workers to gain skills as well as qualifications.
Pre-apprenticeship training and workforce intake has
been a focus over year as we wait to see if Government
is able to bring forward projects fast enough for the civil
construction industry to provide meaningful employment
for more people. This will continue into the 2021-22 year

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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regional level. They provide regional recognition of
standout achievements, projects and people in the
industry. Despite the impacts of the pandemic, several
branch awards programmes were able to continue in full
or part, depending on timing.

manage ongoing certification. CCNZ thanks Connexis and
the individuals who serve on the Civil Trades Board for their
work on this highly successful initiative. CCNZ will continue
to develop Civil Trades into the 2021-22 year.

Awards and competitions

Regional and National Excavator
Operator Competitions

CCNZ’s national awards programme, the Hirepool
Construction Excellence Awards, is recognised as the
peak national project awards programme for the civil
construction industry. The Z People Awards and Connexis
Company Training Awards provide valuable opportunities
to recognise standout performers within the national
industry.
The 2020 awards were unable to go ahead due to the
cancellation of CCNZ National Conference. Awards for
projects and maintenance initiatives throughout the
year will be presented at The Contractors Conference in
Wellington in July 2021.
Branch awards are valuable for the industry as they
give members a chance to profile their work, network,
celebrate and build better working relationships at a

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

CCNZ branches contributed a lot of time and effort into
running well attended and professional regional excavator
competitions across the country. These regional events
showcase the regional industry.
The 2021 National Excavator Operator Competition was
won by 2018 champion Troy Calteaux of Andrew Haulage
2011 Ltd in Balclutha, who claimed his second national title
despite tough competition. Waikato champion Mike Bowe
of Bowe Brothers, who was runner-up in the event, with
Wellington Wairarapa champion Ben Jones of Action Civil
taking third place and Southland representative Brendan
Ferguson of Fulton Hogan winning the One-Day Job.
Many of the competitors were carried over from
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Development, and saw more than 100 career seekers
identified as entrants to the industry. These people
attended two-hour sessions, with 10 of these people
finding employment and others being directed into
training to prepare them with the skills they needed to
work in the industry. EPIC also featured at the Nelson and
Otago REOCs.
CCNZ continued to operate the EPIC Photo
Competition, receiving more than 200 entries from
contractors. The new EPIC blog continues to share
contractor stories with a wider audience of career
seekers and career advisors.
Priorities for the upcoming year include provision of
templated knowledge gained from the EPIC campaign to
branches and members in a template library, more efforts
to engage with contractors, more efforts to encourage
uptake amongst partner organisations and more direct
connections between EPIC and avenues for employment,
such as listing contractors on the EPIC map or funnelling
recruitment to CCNZ’s major associate recruitment
partners.

regional victories in 2019-20 after the National Excavator
Operator Competition scheduled for March 2020 was
cancelled due to the outbreak of the global coronavirus
pandemic. Troy Calteaux won a second Otago regional
competition in February 2021 earning the right to
compete at nationals once more, while CCNZ Nelson
Marlborough successfully hosted its first regional
competition in seven years.

EPIC Careers in Infrastructure
The EPIC Careers in Infrastructure career promotion
platform launched in August 2018 to address critical
skills shortages in civil construction, following a year in
development.
Since launch, it has reached Kiwis more than 750,000
times through cinema advertising, promotion, social
media and in-person events. It has forged partnerships
with organisations and agencies ranging from
government agencies such as the Ministry of Education
and Ministry of Social Development to regional economic
development agencies and schools.
A deliberate shift toward current content and real
stories from the industry in 2019-20 complemented the
high-level marketing content developed at launch. EPIC
was initially funded for three years, which extended to 31
March 2020.
A strategy for a further three years was drafted and
approved by the Executive Council in March 2020,
however this had to be reconsidered following the
COVID-19 pandemic to reflect budget restrictions, and
EPIC was kept in a holding pattern for 2020-21.
Despite reduced investment, the partnerships generated
during the initial campaign were leveraged with success.
An EPIC Careers Hub was delivered at the National
Excavator Operator Competition at Central Districts Field
Days to promote awareness of the careers on offer and
deliver basic skills and understanding such as excavator
pre-starts that would make people more employable.
This event was operated in partnership with the
Regional Skills Hub, Ucol and Ministry of Social

Civil Workforce Forum

CCNZ obtained $50,000 in funding from the Ministry of
Social Development and Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment for the Civil Workforce Forum, a project
to identify how industry efforts to support new entrants
to the workforce with the skills they need and amplify
existing initiatives.
This project will run from April-September 2021,
and the research produced will be shared with support
agencies, contractors, and the education sector. The
project will test the practicality of the Forum continuing
after the initial six months as a platform for discussion of
industry workforce issues.

Regional Managers Role Review

Membership

Contractor membership increased, growing by 6.7 per
cent over the past year to 407 contractor members.
This growth in membership has continued, with more
contractor members joining at the time of writing.
The increase in membership results from efforts to
improve CCNZ membership systems, our increased
public profile and interaction with our members through
timely webinars and e-newsletters, as well as producing
relevant information such as industry protocols and best
practices.

CCNZ Members March 2017 – March 2021
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

358

369

385

381

396

3

3

1

0

11

361

371

386

381

407

Major associates, Core Associates
42
& Principal Business Partner		

46

42

46

47

Total contractor members
excavator operator competitions are successful.
Branches and regional managers are also active in
engaging with local authorities, meeting regularly to provide
feedback around procurement and the state of the regional
industry. Many branches were impacted by reduced ability to
operate events over the year, and were grateful to return to
something closer to normality as the year progressed.

CCNZ branches create a direct link to members in the
regions. Branch meetings, events and competitions improve
every year. This provides opportunities for members to
network, gain knowledge and showcase skills and expertise.
Significant voluntary input from contractor and associate
members ensures events like regional awards evenings and

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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The Civil Contractors Environmental Guide was originally
produced by CCNZ Canterbury Westland Branch. It
has now been revised to become an accessible field
guide of national relevance, providing practical advice
for contractors. The revision saw extensive input
from environmental managers working across CCNZ’s
membership over the course of a year. Copies have been
sent to all members, with hard copies available in the
2021-22 year.
The Code of Practice for the Safe Handling of
Bituminous Materials (BPG01) was published to an
online portal in October 2019. This is a very important
document for CCNZ members and was migrated to the

CCNZ technical committees are facilitated by Technical
Manager Stacy Goldsworthy and meet regularly, providing
input into technical standards and best practices, and
advising client groups.
CCNZ’s approach revolves around providing clear
feedback to client groups and government agencies,

Full Members (pending approval)

Branches

Publications

Technical

Full Members

O P E R AT I O N S

informing initiatives such as the Asset Management Data
Standard, Pavement Performance Review, Bitumen Cost
Adjustment and many other initiatives.
CCNZ has had extensive input into Waka Kotahi’s
review of the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic
Management, and WorkSafe has also agreed to produce a
complementary good practice guide. CCNZ is working on
more publications, such as a new Environmental Guide,
which will be available through the online store.
Issues around pavement performance were reviewed in
collaboration with Waka Kotahi NZTA and other industry
groups. CCNZ has provided detailed feedback to Waka
Kotahi as bitumen production in New Zealand shifts from
production at Marsden Point to imported bitumen.
There is an increasing emphasis on sustainability
in civil construction, and CCNZ is interfacing with
organisations such as the Infrastructure Sustainability
Council of Australia to better understand and inform
how sustainability efforts can be applied within the New
Zealand civil construction industry.

In October 2020 CCNZ initiated a review of the current
and future role of Regional Managers. The review was not
a reflection of any dissatisfaction around performance,
but simply acknowledging that as an organisation CCNZ
should continue to evolve to best serve the needs of the
industry and our members and more clearly define an
important role.
The role review resulted in a clearer definition of the
role for regional managers, centred more around branch
and member support, and supported by well-defined
metrics for the regional managers to report against.
The review also resulted in a shift from part time to full
time for the Central Regional Manager role, which will
be expanded to take on the Taranaki region, previously
managed by the Northern Regional Manager.

Branch Associates

167

178

175

177

167

Member Subsidiary

20

20

19

15

17

579

615

622

619

638

Total members
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CCNZ on social media

Contractor membership by turnover category

CCNZ established Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn
accounts in July 2018. The number of social media
followers has now grown to more than 8,000 in less than
three years (not counting EPIC Careers in Infrastructure),
with tens of thousands of views for some videos and
other content.

10 2 9

31

$0 - $1m
S1 - $2m

125

39

Staff

$2 - $4m

There have been several changes to the National Office
team over the past 12 months. Both Lyn Kuchenbecker
and Ross Leslie retired in 2020 and James Corlett retires
in May 2021. Anna Lovelock joined the team as Office
and Accounts Administrator in 2020, and Fraser May was
promoted to Communications Manager in January 2021.
Following a review of the role of regional managers we
have decided to move the Central Region Manager from a
three day a week to a full-time role, expanding the region to
take in Taranaki. Northern and Central Regional Manager
roles will be filled in early 2021-22.
We have a strong and experienced team that works
together well for the benefit of members. I would like to
acknowledge in particular the way the team worked from
home through the COVID lockdown period. As at 31 March
2021, CCNZ National Office staff were:
Chief Executive Peter Silcock		
Northern Region Manager James Corlett
Office & Accounts Administrator Anna Lovelock
Central Region Manager Vacant
Technical Manager Stacy Goldsworthy
Southern Region Manager Ollie Turner
Membership & Events Manager Eve Cooper
Communications Manager Fraser May

$4 - $6m
$6 - $10m
39

$10 - $25m
$25 - $50m
$50 - $100m
63

78

$100m+
Te Papa Tongarewa.

NORTHERN
REGION
NORTHERN REGION

SOUTHERN REGION

CENTRAL REGION

Branch associates

Branch associates

CENTRAL REGION

Contractor members

SOUTHERN REGION

Contractor members

Contractor members

Branch associates

24

30

AUCKLAND

WAIKATO

BAY OF PLENTY

TARANAKI

HAWKES BAY EAST
COAST

WANGANUI

MANAWATU

WELLINGTON
WAIRARAPA

NELSON
MARLBOROUGH

CANTERBURY WEST
COAST

OTAGO

5

5

5
2

1

3

7

5

14

11

16

13

22

26

14

19

36

49
20
10
NORTHLAND

Branch associates

Branch associates

27

40

94

Contractor members

Branch associates

65

Contractor
members
Contractor members

SOUTHLAND

CCNZ Conference

The 2020 Conference was cancelled due to pandemic
restrictions. The inability to host this major event was
a major loss for members and the association, and The
Contractors Conference will be held in Wellington at Te
Papa Tongarewa – The Museum of New Zealand, held
29-30 July 2021.

Financial

The overall financial result for the year ended 31 March
2021 was a surplus of $168,074 (after tax). Of this,
National Office made a pre-tax surplus of $4,990, Branches
collectively made a surplus of $44,122 and a Contrafed
Publishing Company surplus of $175,633.
The above results are excellent given the impacts of
COVID and that National Office was budgeting for a loss
of $200k mainly due to the pandemic discount offered to
members and there being no CCNZ Conference in 2020.
The discount to members was accompanied by
reductions in expenditure, including temporary reductions
in salaries for some staff. During the year national office
incurred some unexpected costs including significant
repairs to Margan House (approx. $80,000) and staff
recruitment (approx. $30,000). Fortunately, these additional
costs were more than offset by better than budgeted
subscription income (approx $250,000 above budget) due
to some members declining the discount, new members
joining and fewer members resigning than anticipated.
Branches also performed well given their inability to
stage a number of events and hold member meetings.
The organisation (including branches and Contrafed) has
maintained a healthy financial position despite the impacts of
COVID with total equity standing at approximately $2.9 million.

Principal Business Partner, Core
Associates and Associate Members
raise awareness and deliver value for members online.

CCNZ CRM system at launch. There are 87 current annual
subscribers. Several of CCNZ’s bitumen publications are
currently under revision, for release in the new year.

Communications

CCNZ uses its primary communications channels –
Contractor Magazine, website news and events page,
social media pages and fortnightly email newsletter Civil
Talk – to keep members informed of coming initiatives,
upcoming events and wider industry developments.
Efforts to upgrade communications over the past year
included:
• A shift to a new email communications platform built
into the CCNZ CRM system, resulting in expansion of
CCNZ mailing list from 1,400 contacts to more than
3,000
• Expansion of CCNZ social media on Facebook,
LinkedIn and YouTube.
• Increased use of alternate channels of communication,
such as webinars. More than 2,000 people attended the
webinars on COVID-19 issues that CCNZ ran between
April and May 2020, and more than 5,000 attended
CCNZ webinars through the year in total.

New CCNZ CRM System

CCNZ completed a project to integrate its member
services into the CCNZ website with a full CRM system in
March 2020. This system was built as a news and events
portal for members, as well as a repository of useful
documents and resources.
An online shop and members-only portal is built
into the revised website, which also includes a find-acontractor map for clients to contact a local contractor.
CCNZ branches are now using the online events portal
and news functions to feature news and events on their
branch pages and communicate with members across
their regions.
Over the 2020-21 financial year, the CCNZ website
received 44,357 visits from 31,502 unique visitors, around a
seven per cent increase on the previous year. It is anticipated
this number will continue to rise with ongoing efforts to

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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The ongoing financial and in-kind support of associate
members is acknowledged. Without the support of these
companies we simply would not be able to operate at the
level we do both in our branches and our national office.
We have again received very significant support
from our major associate companies. I would like
to particularly acknowledge and thank; Hirepool our
Principal Business Partner and Core Associate Members
– CablePrice, Z and Dentons Kensington Swan for their
financial and in-kind support.

Contrafed Publishing

CCNZ is Contrafed’s major shareholder with 82% of
shares. Contrafed has continued to publish Contractor,
LG and Q&M magazines and electronic newsletters and to
produce Water magazine under a contract with Water NZ.
Despite the impacts of the pandemic, Contrafed
has been extremely successful over the past year. In
November repaid the remaining balance of the loan CCNZ
made to Contrafed in 2009, and Contrafed expects to pay
CCNZ a dividend in 2021.

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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Girls from Northland schools at a Girls in Infrastructure event, held at Golden Bay Cement in Whangarei in March 2021.

CCNZ CablePrice National Excavator Operator Competition 2019 champion, Riki Lum of Clements Contractors in Northland,
takes on the Major Oak Simulator.

Northland

“Government support around apprenticeships has encouraged
contractors to put their staff into apprenticeship schemes.
The industry will see the benefit of this in 4 years’ time...”

CHAIR: CAMERON LORNIE

B

ranch membership has grown fractionally in the

forward to our awards night in June as there are two years’

underway. Shovel ready projects should start generating

last financial year (by one branch member and two

worth of projects and people to celebrate.

activity in Northland but some of the indicated pipeline has

with Waka Kotahi and our local councils and we recently

not eventuated as yet. The market is getting to the stage

presented to Whangarei District Council about our thoughts

they are ready for these projects.

on their procurement procedures. We have also recently

associate members) and our branch remains in good

Generally, the Northland region has been very busy in

financial health.

the last year but we are facing some issues of concern.

Although we were unable to hold our awards evening, we

There has been a struggle for capacity industry-wide and

The Northland branch still has strong relationships

There are potential major infrastructure opportunities

requested more detail from councils around their work

still held our Regional Excavator Operator Competition, with

the recruitment and retention of quality staff. Our members

including the four-laning from Whangārei to Marsden, the

pipeline as a few years ago we were all asked by the Waka

biggest number competitors ever and two entrants in the

are also concerned about the lack of current meaningful

Northport Expansion and the potential shift of the Navy to

Kotahi to become ISNet accredited to be able to work

national competition. With Riki Lum previously winning the

pipeline out of the NZTA in Northland to follow behind the

Whangārei from Devonport. Time will tell whether these

directly to the agency but have not seen this pipeline

national title, there was a lot of interest from excavators

current projects ($1m+) and about the downstream impact

amount to anything.

eventuate into anything meaningful.

wanting to test their skills against him. We managed to

of the global pandemic on supply chain. Larger projects

cover event costs without dipping into cash reserves.

in Northland have completed or are nearing completion

encouraged contractors to put their staff into apprenticeship

Northern Regional Manager for CCNZ for many years. We

without the projects of scale to follow on behind these.

schemes. The industry will see the benefit of this in 4 years’

look forward to forming relationships with a new Regional

time and this may help to give Civil Trades traction in the

Manager and greater input from National Office.

Associate members and external speakers at our wellattended branch events have continued to support us

On the plus side, we have seen some benefit of Provincial

through much appreciated sponsorship. We are looking

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

Growth Fund projects and there are still some projects
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Government support around apprenticeships has

Special thanks to James Corlett for his service as the

market.

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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CCNZ Auckland Branch awards night, June 2021.

CCNZ CablePrice Regional Excavator Operator Competition Champion, Tevita Tautua'a of Vita Civil, winner of this year's Humes Good Bastard Award.

Auckland

“The mood in Auckland is a willingness to get on and get started. There
are many indicators that there is a significant number of infrastructure
projects programmed, which are either in tender or in design phases.”

CHAIR: PETER MILLAR

I

am very happy to report that even with the unprecedented

Council and to explain the Infrastructure Sustainability

year of change in 2020, Auckland branch membership has

Council of Australia framework, and how it affects project

risen steadily. Only a few smaller contractors have exited for

performance. The mood in Auckland is a willingness to get

a variety of reasons with no significant trends. We continue

on and get started. There are many indicators that there is

to ask members to bring potential contractor companies to

a significant number of infrastructure projects programmed,

our bi-monthly meetings.

which are either in tender or in design phases.

The financial health of the branch has been very good

However, further delays and procrastination will

• Mixed messages on shovel ready projects, and the delays

trying and difficult times pulled together to provide some

incurred after the announcements.

excellent support to the Auckland members of CCNZ

• Lack of a streamlined flow of project information. This

• Past Chair – Peter Goldsmith

quite often is a central Government issue.

• Vice Chair – Peter Ensor

• Manning levels and expertise. Many of our members

• Branch Secretary – Joyce Tilbrook

struggle to get qualified competent applicants meaning

• Branch Committee Chairs and their Committees

unqualified or inexperienced people are having to fill
roles. The international market needs to be freed up to

Of special note a thank you to James Corlett, Northern

considering the year we have come through. A small

compound the difficulties we have in sustaining our

profit was made, albeit with revenue and expense streams

businesses after such a lengthy down period. Real issues of

allow specialists into the New Zealand market.

Regional Manager, who is leaving us, for his support and

remaining low due to the many event cancellations, and so we

labour and materials from the supply chain will continue to

In light of the many constraints that COVID-19 has

encouragement to the team and myself over the last few

are well placed for the next year and have good cash reserves.

hamper and escalate as projects start coming on line.

All major events were cancelled due to COVID-19, except

There are a number of local challenges facing the

for the 2021 National Excavator Operator Competition where
our 2019 winner represented us at Nationals and won the
Good Bugger Award.

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

January. Brian held the role of Auckland Branch Secretary

of statutory authorities. These include:

adversity to continue to produce quality outcomes for our

for 33 years from 1964-1997 and contributed widely to the

clients. They should be recognised for their tenacity and

branch, attending 30 national conferences in a row. His

hard work.

service to the industry was recognised and celebrated at

are a real issue, which continues to add cost to projects.

18

Sadly, CCNZ Life Member Brian Harris passed away in

the duress of uncertainty, they adapted and overcame

and and this is unlikely to change. Limitations to water supply

event for a briefing by Watercare, Waka Kotahi, Auckland

years. We wish him the very best.

professional industry, learned new ways to operate. Under

Auckland market that can only be solved with the assistance
•W
 ater supply for construction – stand pipes have been banned

On the 12th April we had 350+ members turn up at a CCNZ

presented to us, our members, in the true form of our

ANNUAL REPORT 2020 - 2021

A special thanks to the Auckland team, who have, through
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his funeral.
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The opening of the Huntly section of the Waikato Expressway has opened up the region.

Waikato

“There is generally good engagement with local government,
which is supportive of our efforts to drive change and bring clients,
consultants and contractors closer together. ”

CHAIR: ADAM PLIMMER

W

aikato branch membership has increased, with good

• Manage the preparation of the pipeline of work across

support from contractors, associates and clients.

the region’s territorial local authorities and Waka Kotahi

Hamilton City Council remains an associate member. The

NZ Transport Agency.

branch meets regularly, with bi-monthly executive meetings and

• Advise local authorities on procurement practice.

branch events. We have visited numerous projects such as CEA

• Investigate bundling of projects.

(City Edge Alliance – Hamilton Bypass) and Peacockes.

Supply chain associates were able to provide intelligence

We managed to hold our annual awards dinner, combining

on the status of overseas markets and delays in bringing

1. C
 ityEdge Alliance (Hamilton Bypass) – will not be

Some shovel ready projects have come through to the

3. T he Peacockes project has been let and will continue until

market such as Waikato Regional Council pumpstations

early 2023.

etc). Whilst many were slow to pick up momentum post

with go-carting and paintball on the agenda soon.

pandemic restrictions, with some contractors bidding work

market:

at cost to keep resources, most contractors and associates

1. S
 leepyhead development at Ohinewai – where a factory

successful awards ceremony helped the bank balance. We still

preventing further growth of their business.

have funds in term deposits and continue to support POET

Water reform is a topic of discussion with most

allocated funds to many projects, but not much has flowed

before the end of 2021.

Competitions such as darts and bowling have been a big hit

have bounced back but are now hamstrung by resources

and stop bank works. The Provisional Growth Fund has

4. P
 iarere Interchange (near Karapiro) is mooted to start

in parts and equipment (i.e. CablePrice, Komatsu, Gough

people expected last year. Whilst levies were down, our

out for refusing to accept unlimited liability in contracts.

2. Waikeria Prison will continue post the fire, timings unclear.

it with a scaled down version of the excavator competition.

Financially we are stable, even with the financial stress

service to the Accord and members have had tenders thrown

completed until Xmas 2021.

to contractors. The opening of the Huntly section of the

5. Wairere/Cobham Interchange

Waikato Expressway and the new Hamilton to Auckland

A couple of large developments will also influence the

commuter train has opened up the region.
There is generally good engagement with local government,
which is supportive of our efforts to drive change and

and village is planned.

bring clients, consultants and contractors closer together.

2. Te Awa Lakes – where Brian Perry Civil plans to build a mixed

Recruitment dominates discussion at most meetings, with the

use housing development on the banks of the Waikato.

associated pressure on wages and inability to grow. Whilst it’s

The market remains competitive and procurement continues

easier to attract people from the other centres these days, this

– the Perry Outdoor Education Trust, which offers outward

clients, but they appear to be pressing on with their plans

bound leadership courses to local low decile schools. We have

regardless. There are huge opportunities in the region in the

to be driven by price. Some contractors remain risk averse

does not help the big picture. We remain keen to support the

agreed to sponsor a role with the Waikato LASS (Local Authority

three waters market due to long-term lack of investment.

in accordance with the Construction Accord but some don’t,

visibility of the pipeline of work and more interaction between

which is not good for the industry. Equally, many clients pay lip

all of the players in the market.

Shared Services) created and funded by local authorities:

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

A number of Major projects continue to influence the region:
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Bay of Plenty Regional Excavator Operator Competition Champion Craig Crowley of Crowley Excavators.

State Highway 2, Omokoroa Road intersection January 2021.

Bay of Plenty

“Two large projects have been confirmed for Tauranga
based on pandemic recovery plans”

CHAIR: DAVE BURNS

T

he Bay of Plenty branch remains on a stable financial

well attended. The branch is now looking to start a project

transport and a walking and cycling path. The Cameron

members. The branch is in the process of organising face

footing, similar to the previous year end, and our seed

to assist the community and to help promote the CCNZ

Road upgrade is a $50m future proofing project providing

to face meetings with all the local councils. It must be

within the region.

safer and more ways travel into the city as well as making

noted that Tauranga City Council has been going through

Cameron Road more attractive.

significant change, including appointed commissioners

funding has been reinvested in a term deposit. The general
mood of the members remains positive with the promise of

Craig Crowley again took out the Regional Excavator

a good volume of work planned for release to the market

Operator Competition and went on to represent the Bay

in the year ahead. Our membership stands at 32 with three

of Plenty at the nationals in Fielding in 2021. Our fishing

the Tauranga area, although the number of consents issued

associates.

competition held in early April was a great success. The

As a branch, we have been actively offering our members
greater value through site visits and a Christmas gettogether, which were well received. We had a visit to the

is on the increase. Whakatane District Council have been

Skilled workforce resourcing remains a challenge in

working closely with local contractors to try and maintain

the region, with high demand from most of the members

but boats were well rewarded with a big prize haul.

their work loads. The region has had reduced work load due

depleting the available pool of candidates in the area.

Two large projects have been confirmed for Tauranga
based on pandemic recovery plans. The $478 million

a quiz night, a visit to the new Firth concrete plant and a

Tauranga Northern link will construct a 6.8km four-lane

mountain biking evening in Rotorua. All events have been

corridor connecting SH29 with SH2, with priority for public

22

minimal works have been issued by the council.

poor weather conditions gave us a smaller than usual field

transport museum owned by life member Morris McFall,

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

replacing elected councillors, so this maybe one reason why

Tenders have been slow coming to the market, especially in
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Recognition needs to go to Branch Secretary Kat Chantler

to the effects of COVID-19, although the contractors have

who remains on top of all matters relating to the Branch.

maintained a good volume of work over the last 12 months.

Thanks to James Corlett and the Branch Committee for

Relationships with the local councils remain positive,

their continued involvement support.

although there has been little information provided to

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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The infamous rainbow crossing outside Centre City – Gill Street New Plymouth (Downer).

Taranaki
CHAIR: JOE INGRAM

T

aranaki Branch is in a very healthy financial position and

with developers, engineers, and contractors to make a

due to a small recruitment process, we added five new

better working environment for all involved, as there have

contractor members in the past year.

been varying issues in the past with a lot of private sector

The general consensus is that all contractors are still very

developments.

busy, with no real downturn experienced for the last five years.

The branch invited NPDC infrastructure manager David

In terms of local market conditions and on-going

Langford to speak to the group, which was a good chance for

workload, members have reported months of work ahead

members to air some frustrations and we had a very good

of them, with a couple of large-scale projects in the region

turnout of members.

having already begun or due to begin in the near future. A

Special thanks to our departing Chairman and Secretary

couple of these being the new hospital additions and the Mt

Al and Jeanette Greenway for their years of involvement on

Messenger bypass, which is finally going ahead after years

the branch committee. They have now stepped aside from

of legal battles. This work will not only benefit the larger

their roles.

contractors but also smaller contractors as there will be

Sadly, Russell Vickers, a life member, passed away in

gaps needing to be filled in that workspace.

11th August 2020. His good humoured yarns and casual

New Plymouth District Council has held feedback forums

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

compliments of bureaucracy will be missed.
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York Road quarry and Russell Vickers' prized Kawasaki 60x48 DT Jaw Crusher – one of the biggest in the country. Inset: Russell Vickers.

“The general consensus is that all contractors are still very busy, with no
real downturn experienced for the last five years.”

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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Safe Roads SH50 Hawkes Bay Expressway (Higgins).

Hawke's Bay East Coast
CHAIR: BART MULDER

O

ur year was very steady but the loss of many events due

remained strong with 19 members, giving me great support

to the global pandemic did put a spanner in the works.

and backing. We had a very sad ending to our calendar year

We had a consistent year with membership with two new

with Victoria Jameson, one of our very active committee

contracting members bringing us to 34 members and one

members, passing away the morning after our end of year

new associate member bringing us to 18 local associates.

committee dinner. Victoria will be greatly missed and never

We had no resignations.

replaced.
Our region has continued to grow. Post-pandemic the

We have had a good financial year and have made
steady gains, which is great as we had to cancel several

industry seemed to explode with work and shovel ready

events last year which would normally contribute to our

projects. Procurement had drastically changed, and we

numbers. We had to cancel our annual race day and push

experienced a very different landscape that has continued

out our AGM. We decided not to run the Regional Excavator

to make our industry thrive with new integrated workers

Operator Competition due to COVID-19 resulting in the

coming on to help us grow. We seem to have now levelled

cancellation of the Nationals. We decided instead that the

out, but continue to be busy and I don’t think this will change

current champion would represent our region in the 2021

in the foreseeable future.
Looking forward I feel we are progressing as an industry

year. We had a strong Terra CAT night later in the year and
also held our awards night in early November with some

and we are becoming stronger. We do have some work to do

great entrants in the construction awards and some very

with public perception and our image as a great industry path

deserving winners.

for our younger generation but believe we are making head
way on this. So here’s to another prosperous year for all.

We held seven committee meetings and the committee

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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“Our region has continued to grow. Post-pandemic the industry seemed
to explode with work and shovel ready projects.”

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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Demolition of the old taxiway and earthworks at RNZAF Ohakea.

The Ohakea RNZAF Base fire station pump house.

Whanganui

“...the local civil construction sector is being buoyed up by several large
nearby projects including the Ohakea Airforce Base upgrade and the
Manawatū Tararua Highway Project.”

CHAIR: DR WILLY MORRELL

M

embership in our small Whanganui Branch is stable and

and some contractors are finding it difficult to meet high

member said it was hard to shake the “..feeling that we are

management planning, and general project administration

the branch finances remain in sound shape.

demand for smaller-scale residential-focused work.

riding a wave that doesn’t have any substance to it other than

are a growing financial and time burden for most. Several

the Government printing money. While we are enjoying it, we

members have noted that the NZTA’s new Temporary Traffic

The Whanganui economy and the civil construction sector

Attracting and retaining skilled staff in the Whanganui

appears to have largely escaped the ravages of the pandemic,

region remains an ongoing challenge in a fairly buoyant job

have half an eye on what might happen towards the end of the

Management Planning (TTMP) training and requirements

though like elsewhere, some members are experiencing long

market, which along with April’s minimum wage increase, has

year.” Another member raised concerns about the high degree

have failed to hit the mark. Feedback suggests that the

waits on specialist equipment and materials.

put upward pressure on wages. Along with wage pressure

of uncertainty around NZTA’s ability to fund road maintenance

training and associated assessments are too ‘large-city’

some members have also noticed an uptick in workplace

and capital works at historic levels. It is understood that

centric and are overly complicated.

civil construction sector is being buoyed up by several large

stress, which could be a symptom of COVID-19. We suggest

current budgets are oversubscribed and that forward budgets

nearby projects including the Ohakea Airforce Base upgrade

that some further support may be warranted in this space.

may be cut – calling into question the future level of service

associates and acknowledge the support of James Bowen

delivery and the viability of some planned projects.

and Alison McLean from Moore Markhams Limited for their

In addition to a strong residential property market, the local

and the Manawatū Tararua Highway Project (which is finally

While most agree that the short to medium-term outlook

ramping up). Regional demand for aggregates remains strong

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

for Whanganui’s contracting sector looks fairly promising, one
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As always, we would like to thank our local members and

Quality assurance requirements, temporary traffic
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ongoing accounting support.
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Rollers compact the newly laid deep lift asphalt along a section of the Transmission Gully motorway.

Manawatu
CHAIR: GREG LUMSDEN

M

anawatu branch membership has risen by three new

Manawatu area and are awaiting a start date. There are also

members in the last 12 months. The branch financial

the ongoing large projects south of Manawatu that require

health is sound with a good surplus on the balance sheet.

our region’s resources and manpower. The new Manawatu

The last 12 months have been good for the branch with

gorge bypass has started and is already hiring local people

the National Excavator Operator Competition back up and

and contractors. With a five to six year completion date, this

running. This is our branch’s flagship event and it went

bodes well for future work. Transmission Gully also requires

off without a hitch with great feedback from competitors.

our region’s resources.

However, the Regional Excavator Operator Competition was

In the next few years Manawatu will continue to see a lift in

a non-event due to the winner not being able to go through

industry activity from the impact of road investments that will

to the nationals as we had the 2019 winner yet to compete.

link the region with Wellington and the Hawke's Bay.

This put off many competitors so there was a lack of support
to run the event. Due to Covid-19 and the uncertainty around

skilled staff to resource the work coming through. Another

the year ahead, many of other our planned activities were

challenge is to find ways to get branch involvement from

also cancelled.

the larger companies in the region. This is still an ongoing

The local market has continued to grow with regards to

challenge for the branch.

subdivision work and local authority expenditure. There are

It is with sadness that our secretary Ashleigh Smith

a number of shovel ready projects that have funding in the

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

A large CAT excavator removing earth near the summit of the Ruahine Range and close to the Te Apiti Wind Farm.

A major challenge for members is attracting and retaining

“In the next few years Manawatu will continue to see a lift in
industry activity from the impact of road investments that will link the
region with Wellington and the Hawke's Bay. ”

resigned at the end of last year.
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Moa Point, Wellington (Ramsbottom Contractors).

Brian Perry Civil team working on the Mount Albert Sludge Pipeline repairs.

Wellington Wairarapa
CHAIR: NOEL SULZBERGER

A

“The $1.35 billion being invested in Wellington during the
next decade will support growth under the Wellington Regional
Council framework. ”

s we head into the 2021-22 year, we can look back on

announcement of infrastructure projects funded under the

Unfortunately, the 2020 year also brought challenging

what an interesting and challenging year it has been

NZ Upgrade programme. The $1.35 billion being invested

and uncertain times. Our annual awards dinner, along with

title forward to compete at this year’s National Excavator

in Wellington during the next decade will support growth

our golf day and several branch meetings were cancelled.

Operator Competition where he placed third. I would like to

under the Wellington Regional Council framework. The

Executive committee meetings were held remotely. However,

congratulate Ben on such a fantastic achievement.

increase in both our contractor members and associate

four projects are spread across the region from the Kāpiti

once we moved into Level 1, we hosted some fantastic

members. We have also maintained the balance of

Coast to the Hutt Valley plus a range of rail network

events such as our quiz evening and our branch meetings

Wairarapa branch executive committee and members for

contractor members and associates from within the

capacity improvements. These projects are in addition

with guest speakers. Thanks to our sponsors for their

accepting me, an associate member, as chairman. The

executive committee. I would like to thank Cody Pepere, who

to the continuing work on existing and planned regional

generosity in supporting our events.

collegiality and support amongst membership makes my role

resigned from the executive committee during the year, and

infrastructure projects that will see our members with an

Ross Leslie, who resigned from his job as Central Region

ongoing supply of work.

and the impact of COVID-19.
The Wellington Wairarapa branch has seen a significant

Manager, for their dedication and commitment.

competition was cancelled, Ben carried his regional winner

On a personal note, I extend my thanks to the Wellington

The executive committee continues to look to provide value

more rewarding.

through events. Branch meetings offer opportunities to network,

On behalf of our branch, I extend thanks to the CCNZ

To all the members of our branch, be proud of the work

share ideas and experiences and to raise issues. The branch is

you do and the value that work contributes to our economy

National Office for the initiatives and support offered during

well supported by national office, with Peter Silcock regularly

and society. And thank you to our members who attend,

a balance between having the funds to provide value to

the year. National Office provided detailed input into the

attending meetings along with Eve Cooper and Fraser May.

sponsor, support, judge and organise our events and

members and sustainability and security.

implementation of new health and safety protocols for

Financially we remain healthy. The branch maintains

In 2020 we welcomed the coalition government’s

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

construction sites.
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meetings. Here’s to another great year for the Wellington

Competition winner Ben Jones of Civil Action. As the national
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Marlborough District Council Rivers and Drainage maintenance (Isaac Construction).

Nelson Marlborough

“The private civil market paused for a short period to see what would
happen post-pandemic, but has now kicked off stronger than ever.
Horticulture has continued to be strong, in particular”

CHAIR: MALCOLM EDRIDGE

T

The FH/HEB Joint Venture has taken over the Marlborough

he Nelson Marlborough Branch had a solid but interrupted

support the local civil sector by bringing work forward and

year with the COVID lockdown. Member numbers have

ensuring a steady work output from them and to share it with

Roads NOC Contract since my last report. Forestry started

Dam is well into construction and is certainly an impressive

predominantly local business. Local body spend increased

the year slow but has come back strong in the last quarter

project on our doorstep.

significantly with a strong outlook over the next few years.

2020 and first quarter 2021 and appears to have a strong

Excavator Operator Competition in some seven years.

The branch would like to thank Marlborough and Tasman

outlook. As with most of New Zealand, the domestic

The event was well received by the general public and

District Councils and Nelson City Council for this support.

housing market is strong giving local developers plenty

remained steady and our finances remain healthy.
Since lockdown we managed to host our first Regional

our contestants. I would like to thank all our competition

The Marlborough region had stronger work programmes

Marlborough and is now looking strong again. The Waimea

All in all 2021 looks like it will be a positive year in the
Nelson Marlborough Region.
We would like to acknowledge the passing of our

encouragement to push hard in this sector.

Nelson Marlborough Branch Life Member Denis Chambers

Nelson region started the year steady and continued to

sponsors for their support. We are committed to hosting the

as the year went on. Viticulture maintained strong market

2021 Excavator Operator Competition later in the year with

conditions with the rest of the world in lock down drinking at

ramp up as the 2020 calendar year moved on. The private

industry and for over 30 years was a member of the

the goal of improving the exposure for our industry with

home. NZTA and local roads work has been steady but with

civil market paused for a short period to see what would

Contractors Federation then CCNZ. Our industry is

more equipment and local contractor displays.

a lack of interest from the current Government in spending

happen post-pandemic, but has now kicked off stronger than

poorer for the passing of Denis and he will always be

money on major road improvements it would appear we will

ever. Horticulture has continued to be strong, in particular

remembered. Our condolences to Lynette, Cindy and all of

be stuck with basic maintenance on our local roads at best.

with hops development. Forestry had the same issues as

Denis’ family.

Post COVID was always going to be very interesting in our
region. We had very good uptake from our three councils to

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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in September 2020. Denis was a true champion of our
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Kaikoura rockfall protection.

Westcoast South Island.

Canterbury Westland

“...the lack of investment by Waka Kotahi following the completion of the
Southern and Northern motorways is a concern for all
in the Canterbury region.”

CHAIR: JEREMY DICKSON

L

ike everyone, the Canterbury Westland Branch has

feedback on procurement policies and the need to set

winners. Special thanks to our sponsors, in particular our

in Inzone Careers Coach and Kiosks, and our scholarships

had a year like no other. This time last year we were in

policies that foster a strong and sustainable contracting

major sponsors Terra CAT and Humes.

for members’ employees to attend Connexis leadership

lockdown, 12 months later it seems the industry is tracking

industry.

better than any of us could have expected.

The evening also recognised Brian Warren for his service

programmes. It has been great to see some high calibre

It must be said though, that the lack of investment by

to the industry over a long and distinguished career. The

young adults come out of these programmes and into the

Waka Kotahi following the completion of the Southern and

award is small recognition for the effort he has put into

industry already.

the year we had seven new members coming on board and

Northern motorways is a concern for all in the Canterbury

the industry and its career opportunities. In particular, his

eight resignations. Associate member numbers have risen by

region. There is not much following these two major projects

leadership around the Civil Trades qualification is a legacy

and I would like to recognise this and thank them for their

eight. Despite the pandemic, branch finances remain stable,

and the full impact of this is not yet known.

that will live on in our industry.

efforts. We meet each month to help where we can, raise

Our branch has long had a strong membership base. Over

which has enabled us to invest back into our members and

The pandemic alert levels put a halt on our ability

the wider industry.

The committee has worked hard this year to provide value

The Regional Excavator Operator competition for 2020

issues where needed as advocates for members, and provide

to provide members with networking and socialising

unfortunately had to be cancelled. However we are in

Local civil construction industries has provided a much

opportunities in 2020. However, we were able to run the

planning for our 2021 event to be something special. We

needed conduit to get money flowing from central and local

Contractor of the Year awards in November, which was a

have a solid calendar of other events coming up, which is

for their support, and our members for their engagement.

government into the wider economy. Regular discussions

great success. The overall winner was Brian Perry Civil, who

exciting.

I would also like to recognise the great work done at a

with local and central politicians and senior staff have

were rewarded for delivering excellence across the spectrum

We have continued to focus on fostering the future of

National CCNZ level during the pandemic crisis and the past

meant we are seeing some positive outcomes in the amount

of project management. We received a good number of

our industry. This is best represented by our support of the

12 months. The advocacy, guidance and support throughout

and consistency of workflow coming out. We have given

awards entries and congratulations goes to all the deserving

Shirley Boys High School Civil programme, our investment

has been great.

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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events to upskill and inform our industry.
A special thank you to all of our associates and sponsors
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Dunedin City Council's Peninsula Connection project.

Base Contracting 2003 Ltd in action on a spectacular Queenstown day.

Otago

“Government grants are coming to fruition but this, of course,
has led to other issues such as staff shortages. ”

CHAIR: SHANE BINGHAM

T

he Otago branch has been extremely active over the past
12 months with many things happening throughout the

year.

The Otago Regional Excavator Operator competition had

be held in the Dunedin Town Hall. The CCNZ Otago Hynds

is mostly concentrated in Dunedin and Central Otago’s

another fantastic turn out this year and once again was won

Construction Awards night celebrates the success of our

Queenstown Lakes areas. Government grants are coming

by Troy Calteaux from Andrew Haulage. Troy has now won

members and is a great way to showcase the projects within

to fruition but this, of course, has led to other issues such

As this is my last year as chairman, I would like to thank

this competition six times and went on to win the national

our region and bring our contractors together. The event

as staff shortages. Again, this has been challenging for our

our Executive Committee team who have done an outstanding

competition for the second time. Well done Troy. It was a

certainly wouldn’t be achievable without the continued

members with busy times but the inability to obtain staff.

job as usual promoting our industry. We have, however,

pleasure to have help from Fraser and Eve from National

support of all our sponsors and the hard work of our secretary

been struggling once again with contractor attendance and

Office who attended the competition. The support offered

Raewyn and the awards committee team. The Hirepool Young

our secretary who keep making a considerable difference

engagement at our general meetings. We hope attendance will

by our members and sponsors for this event is very much

Contractor of the Year award is a highly contested title and

and strong gains for our branch each year. A huge thanks

improve this year. Otago Branch is still running two general

appreciated.

would not be possible without the continued support of

goes to our sponsors who continue to support us and

Hirepool and Aaron Chave.

without whom we would struggle to run our branch

meetings of the same content at different locations to help

Financially the branch remains strong even after the

attendance with a large spread-out region.

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

cancellation of our awards night last year. This year it is to
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The market is extremely busy, which is great to see, and
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effectively.
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CCNZ Southland Branch Chair Regan McRandle presents at the Southland Awards Evening 2020

Higgins Contractors at work in Southland.

Southland

“The work is there, and we are promised more, but we don’t
have the people to do it. CCNZ and government need to keep pushing
students and other people into our industry.”

CHAIR: REGAN McRANDLE

“B

ack in 10 minutes, we are busy at the moment”: that

Southland branch is still a little light in the wallet at the

sums up our year as work has been out there but the

human resource is stretched, making contractors nervy now

The rural sector has continued to supply ongoing work

we were starting to get some traction, with more students

moment. We took a bit of a financial hit with CCNZ 2020

will be relied on to lead the country’s pandemic recovery,

considering this industry as a career. We have a sub-

Awards Night but we still have some banked reserves.

bringing in the much-needed export dollars.

committee working again with Great South to get into the

and for the future. In a use it or lose it environment where

We had our awards night at the Transport Museum and

funding appears then disappears, you don’t want to say no

it’s now bedded in as a key highlight of the year. Brendan

We have been given more forward planning information

to work.

Ferguson represented Southland at this year’s National

recently than in previous years. The engagement with local

the lack of workers. The work is there, and we are promised

Excavator Operator Competition where he won the One Day

councils has helped highlight the struggle they have trying

more, but we don’t have the people to do it. CCNZ and

Job competition, for which we are extremely proud.

to fund any infrastructure works. Although the past year

government need to keep pushing students and other people

has been ok for our contractors, there is still a need of

into our industry.

Southland Branch membership is slightly down, losing
one. We also lost a local associate member and now only
have two local associate members, so this is a real concern.

We have seen a few reasonable projects ongoing and

A sub-committee will be formed to look at getting more local

coming out:

The branch relationship with local government is good.

schools and carry on the momentum
Our biggest challenge is common to most in the industry:

confidence from national and local government to ensure

Sadly CCNZ Life Member Valerie Davidson passed

businesses onboard, like Councils, and suppliers. Currently

• Invercargill CBD rebuild

a steady amount of work going forward with achievable

away in November. Val was a very enthusiastic and active

we are working with two new prospective members and

• SH1 Elles Road Intersection upgrade

deadlines.

supporter of the organisation and had a great relationship

re-engaging with a past member and we hope to have them

• Three Waters upgrades across the district councils

all on board soon.

• Shovel Ready funded Region Flood Protection upgrades

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND
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It was a quieter year pushing Civil Trades and utilising the

with contractors across New Zealand, particularly across

EPIC campaign due to COVID-19. This was unfortunate as
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Southland and Otago.
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Kaikoura Site 6 Ohau Point.
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Executive Council

Northland

PRESIDENT Tony Pike

SECRETARY Lesley McCardle
CHAIR Cameron Lornie

VICE PRESIDENT Bailey Gair

Auckland 		

PAST PRESIDENT Tim Ford
EXECUTIVE COUNCILLORS

		

SECRETARY Joyce Tilbrook
CHAIR Peter Millar

Paul Bisset

Bay Of Plenty

Colin Calteaux

SECRETARY Kat Chantler

James Craw

CHAIR David Burns

Stephen Delaney
Mark Evans

Waikato

David Howard

SECRETARY Nicki Carson
CHAIR Adam Plimmer

MAJOR ASSOCIATE

Gary Richardson

Hawke's Bay East Coast

LEGAL ADVISOR

SECRETARY Sue Selwyn

Paul Buetow

CHAIR Bart Mulder

Taranaki
SECRETARY Rachael Cottam

National Office

CHAIR Joe Ingram

CHIEF EXECUTIVE Peter Silcock

Manawatu

TECHNICAL MANAGER Stacy Goldsworthy

SECRETARY Ashleigh Smith / Heidi Giles

MEMBERSHIP & EVENTS MANAGER Eve Cooper

CHAIR Greg Lumsden

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER Fraser May

Wanganui

OFFICE MANAGER Anna Lovelock

SECRETARY James Bowen

REGIONAL MANAGERS: 

CHAIR Dr Willy Morell

NORTHERN James Corlett
CENTRAL Ross Leslie (until Dec 2020)

Wellington Wairarapa

SOUTHERN Ollie Turner

SECRETARY Laura Hae Hae
CHAIR Noel Sulzberger

Nelson Marlborough
SECRETARY Megan Gibbins
CHAIR Malcolm Edridge

Canterbury
SECRETARY Dana Enache
CHAIR Jeremy Dixon

Otago
SECRETARY Raewyn Murray
CHAIR Shane Bingham

Southland
SECRETARY Lauren McKinnel
CHAIR Regan McRandle
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PRINCIPAL BUSINESS PARTNER & CORE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

CCNZ thanks and appreciates the support of our Principal Business Partner and Core Associate members

MAJOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
CCNZ thanks and appreciates the support of our Major Associate members

PRINCIPAL BUSINESS PARTNER

Hirepool

www.hirepool.co.nz
Hirepool has been the Principal Business Partner since 2004

n Civil Contractors NZ / Hirepool Construction Excellence Awards
n National Excavator Operator Competition
n Dedicated funds for branch sponsorship
Hirepool has all your hire equipment needs.
EROAD

CCNZ thanks and appreciates the support
of our Major Associate members
CORE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Principal Business Partner

Z Energy
www.z.co.nz

Z has been a Core Associate for many years
n Discount fuel scheme
n Z People Awards (Emerging Leader / Personal Improvement)
n National Excavator Operator Competition

Core Associates

Dentons Kensington Swan
www.dentons.com

Dentons Kensington Swan is the legal advisor to Civil Contractors NZ

n Fifteen minutes of free legal advice

Major Associates

n Professional speakers at Civil Contractors NZ Roadshows

CablePrice NZ

www.cableprice.co.nz
CablePrice is a major sponsor at national events
n Platinum and Naming Right Sponsor of the CCNZ CablePrice National Excavator Operator Competition
CablePrice, like its Civil Contractors NZ membership, is built to last.

EROAD
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Contractor members 2020-2021

Contractor members 2020-2021

$0 – $1 million

$1 – 2 million continued

Able Trucking
Acon Industries 2015
Akl Civil Training
Alex Field
All About Developments
Ambient Civil
Anchor Tech NZ
Artisan Paving NZ
ATD Services
B Pull & Sons
BDX Group
Beeby Contracting
Billington Transport
Blake Civil Constructio
Blenkiron Bros
Bowe Brothers Excavating
Brian Hoffmann
Byfords Construction 2014
Carran Scott Contracting Co
CCA Earthmoving
CETS
Chris Gommans Contracting
Civil Solutions
Clarke Underground
Cloutman Brothers Mining & Dredging
Complete Site Solutions
Crooks Contracting
Crowley Excavators
D A McNeil
Dempseys Bobcat Services
Denis Wheeler Earthmoving
Dirtworx
DITRAC
Done Rite Contracting
Doug Hood Mining
Doug Symons Contracting
Dreadnought Civil
Drum Ex Earthmoving & Cartage
Duane Whiting Contractors
Duncan Earthworks
Earth Stability
Fergusson Contracting

Fox Earthmovers
Frontline Earthmoving & Drainage
Galbraith Earthmovers
Gallivan Group
Geoff Jukes Contracting
Graffiti Doctor NZ
Greenstone Concrete & Asphalt
Greg Inch Earthmoving
Halverson Civil
Hatuma Lime Contracts
Heine's Cartage & Contractors
HGM Construction
Hill Bros Civil
HJR Civil
Hollands Excavation
Horizon Civil
HPE
HR Civil
I & D George Contracting
iConstruct
Independent Contractors
Its Earthmoving
Jamieson Earthworks
JGR Contracting
John Fletcher Contracting
John Leathwick
John Shepherd Contracting
JPS Earthmoving
Keene Krib 2000
Kerepehi Transport
Kevin G Grant Contracting
KEV's Concrete Cutting
Kreisel Contracting (1988)
Lanco Ex
Leslie Bros Contracting
Luke Glamuzina Contractors
M W Lissette
McCready Civil
McDonald Contracting & Construction
McEwan Haulage
MecLand Roading
Moore Construction

Mora Earthmoving
MRT Construction
Mules Construction
Murray Weston
Newman Excavations
Nicholls Earthworks and Drainage
Northland Mobile Crushing
Northland Transport
P & N Siteworks
Paul White
Petco Contracts
Pro Arbore
Professional Excavation
Profound Earthworks & Construction
Project One Construction
Rae Asphalts
Ranui Construction
Red Dell
Renshaw Civil
Robert J Mitchell Contractors
Rocka Excavation
Roxburgh Excavation
Santo Drainage & Contracting
Scarlett Contracting
Shane Gribbon
SKF Contracting
Storm Waters Contracting
Swale Earthmovers
TPP Contracting
Troon Civil
Turners Contracting
Vita Civil
Waitakere Tree Services
Weka Earthmoving
Wellington Contracting
Wilding Wood Management
Wilson & Keen Contracting
Wilson Earthmoving Group
Zenscape

$1 – 2 million
A G Hoffman
Apes Contracting
Austin Contracting
Base Excavations
BCG Civil
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BM Contracting
Bridge It NZ
Brough Earthworks
C W Drilling & Investigation
Cameron Contracting 2002
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Canterbury Demolition & Earthmoving
Cargill Contracting
Central Demolition
Central Southland Excavating
Colin Amrein Contracting
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Compton Civil
Contrax (Central)
Currie Construction
Davis Civil
Dign4u
Dodge Contracting
Easyflow Drainage
Egypt
Elite Excavations Marlborough
Fahey Contracting
Forte Civil
Francis Ward
G T Liddell Contracting
Graham Contractors
H Blackbee Contractors
Hoult Contractors

Huband Contractors
J C Contracting NZ
John Roy Contracting
Johnstone Construction
Jones Contracting Queenstown
Kernohan Contractors
LB CIVIL
Mason Quality Excavation
Matco Civil Contractors
Monk Earthworks
Morris & Bailey
Mt Lyford Contracting
Not Just Concrete (Nelson)
Offshore Plumbing Services
P E L Contracting
Pipeline & Infrastructure

Rangitikei Development
Red Contracting
Ritchie Civil
RS Cabling
Shaw Asphalters 2006
Sierra Delta Civil
Sollys Contractors
Supreme Site Works
TCD 2015
Topline Contracting
Total Siteworks
Tuck Civil Services
Twoman Structures
WA Boyes Contracting
Wilson Contracting
XTREME Contracting

$2 – $4 million
Action Civil
Advanced Siteworks
Aidan Kelly Contracting
All About Construction
Allens United Waikato 1986
Angus McMillan Concrete
ARC Projects
Atlas Infrastructure & Services
Baldwin Asphalts
Bassett Plumbing & Drainage
Bay Civil
Bryce O'Sullivan Contracting
Burnside Contractors
C & A Cox
Central Machine Hire
CHB Earthmovers
City Pavements
Civil & Landfill Construction
Civil + Build
Civil and Land Construction
Clements Contractors
Concrete Brothers
Concrete Treatments NZ
Curle Contracting
Daniel Renshaw Drainage
Darlington Drilling & Piling
Delta Contracting
Donovan Drainage & Earthmoving
Drapers Earthmoving
E N Ramsbottom

CIVIL CONTRACTORS NEW ZEALAND

Earthwork Solutions
Earthworx Rural & Civil
Emmetts Civil Construction
EPL Construction
Fuel Installations
GeoStabilization New Zealand
Giles Civil
Gill Construction Co
Graham Harris
Grant Hood Contracting
Greg Donaldson Contracting
Grout and Rock NZ
Grouting Services NZ
H & H Contractors
Harliwich Holdings
HBRC - Works Group
Hickey Contractors
Independent Kerb & Concrete (IKC)
Jesmond Construction
Jim Bates Contracting
Johnston Civil
Johnstone & Masters
Juno Civil
King Drilling Company
Land + Sea Civil
Letton Kerb & Channel
Linton Contracting
Loveridge
Mackenzie Civil
MAXBUILD
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McCormack Group
MWN Civil
Nelson Civil Construction
Opie Contractors 2014
R A Shearing Contractors
RJ Civil Construction
RMS Contracting
Roading and Building Cartage
Ryan Contractors
SAL Civil Works
Siteworx Northland
Skevingtons
Tasman Civil
TeAnau Earthworks
Thelin Construction
Tracks Concrete (2002)
Underground Brown
Utilities Infrastructure NZ
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Contractor members 2020-2021
$4 – 6 million
Advanced Excavating
Asphalt & Construction
B Bullock (2009)
Base Contracting
BBR Contech
Blackley Construction
Bond Contracts
C J Industries
CCL Construction Contracting
CDS New Zealand
Chambers & Jackett
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete
Construct Civil

Construction Contracts
Glasgow Contractors
Goodrick Contracting
Harris Dowd Gibbons Construction
HES Earthmoving
HydroVac
J W Neill Contractors
K & B Reed Contractors
Kerry Drainage & Civil
Legacy Contracting
Maungatua Contracting (Wanaka)
McDonough Contracting
MDL Civil and Engineering

Morepork Trenching
Ngaio Contracting
North Drill
PCL Contracting
Pidgeon Contracting
Protranz Earthmoving
Rapid Earthworks
Robinson Asphalts 1992
Splice Construction
T C Nicholls
Technix Bitumen Technologies
Tirau Earthmovers
Trademark Paving

Groundfix
Hamilton Asphalts
Hibiscus Contractors
Hunter Civil
JCL Asphalt
Libbet
Loaders Wanganui
Maugers Contracting
McKenzie & Parma
McKenzie Contracting
Multi Civil Contractors
Nelmac
Petrotec Services

Phoenix Civil
Rock Control
Rohit's Civil & Infrastructure
Seay Earthmovers
Smythe Contractors
Steve Bowling Contracting
Tarbotton Land & Civil
Total Rail Solutions
Traffic Control Systems
Troy Wheeler Contracting
Wellington Pipelines
Wharehine Construction
Wilson Contractors (2003)

J G Civil
J Swap Contractors
JMC
MAP Projects
March Cato
MBD Contracting
Mike Edridge Contracting
Mills Albert
Quality Roading Services (Wairoa)
Russell Roads
Seipp Construction

SICON T/A Blakely Construction
Spartan Construction
Spiral Drillers Civil
Taggart Earthmoving
TDM Construction
Total Infrastructure (TIL)
Vuksich & Borich (NZ)
Westroads
Whitestone Contracting

$6 – 10 million
Andrew Haulage 2011
ASCO Asphalt
Base Civil
Bryant Earthworks
Ching Contracting
CLL Solutions
Crafar Crouch Construction
Dormer Construction
E Carson & Sons
Evergreen Landcare
G P Friel
Geovert
Gleeson Civil

$10 – 25 million
Ashburton Contracting
B G Contracting
Civil Construction
Connell Contractors
Evolution Traffic Management
GSL
Hiway Stabilizers NZ
Hopper Construction
ICB Retaining and Construction
Inframax Construction
J & R Contracting

$25 – 50 million

$50 – 100 million

$100 million plus

CB Civil (Auckland)
Goodman Contractors
March Construction
Pipeline & Civil
Ross Reid Contractors
Schick Civil Construction
SouthRoads
Taylors Contracting Co
United Civil Construction
Waiotahi Contractors

Ghella
Isaac Construction

Acciona Construction New Zealand
CPB Contractors
Downer New Zealand
Fletcher Construction Company
Fulton Hogan
HEB Construction
Hick Bros Civil Construction
McConnell Dowell Constructors
Ventia NZ Operations
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Goodman Contractors working at Canon Creek.
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Civil Contractors New Zealand
Margan House, 21 Fitzherbert Terrace
Thorndon, Wellington 6011
PO Box 12013, Wellington 6144
0800 692 376
info@civilcontractors.co.nz

www.civilcontractors.co.nz

